Stephen Cunliffe enjoys the
best wildlife South Africa has
to offer at some premium
lodges within the Kruger’s
most prime reserve

T

he Sabi Sands is undoubtedly South Africa’s most
prestigious and well-known game reserve: a worldrenowned haven for wildlife enthusiasts who like to
get up close and personal with the Big Five.
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Sabi Sands

The Big Five is actually a term stolen from the hunting
fraternity – the five animals most desired by trophy hunters
– but, ever since the wildlife tourism marketing machine
latched onto this phrase and made it its own, there has been
no looking back.
Today, if a game reserve or national park cannot deliver
the Big Five, it is automatically relegated to B-grade status.
As a result, nearly every park and reserve throughout
southern and East Africa strives to portray itself as a Big
Five destination.
While many lay a dubious claim at best to the
Big Five title, there is one game reserve where this
accolade actually fails to do justice to the place.
The 65 000-hectare Sabi Sands Game Reserve
is home to an astounding diversity of wildlife,
including the Big Five, but it is the unrivalled quality
and consistency of charismatic mammal sightings that
truly blows away visitors.
Wildlife tourism and private luxury safaris were
pioneered in this area many decades ago and,
consequently, there is now a thriving ecosystem boasting
high concentrations of some of the most habituated wild
animals in Africa. Do not be confused: these animals are not
tame, they are simply very relaxed in the presence of gameviewing vehicles.
With only a few days in the Sands, you are all but guaranteed
seeing the Big Five. As you trundle around the private game
reserve in the capable hands of a knowledgeable ranger and
highly skilled Shangaan tracker, you will be treated to wildlife
experiences way beyond your wildest expectations.
Certainly every time I visit, regardless of the season, the Sabi
Sands enthrals me not only with the frequency of large mammal
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Vredefort Dome World Heritage Site

A region of great contrasts!

Siesta Guest House

Escape from the city rut and enjoy rustic, rural getaways in the Northern Free State. Visit
the world’s largest and oldest meteorite impact site, the Vredefort Dome; go wine-tasting
along the Riemland Wine Route or view the hi-tech columns of the Chemical Hub of SA in
Sasolburg. The region is easily accessible from anywhere in the country and is serviced by
OR Tambo International Airport.

Vredefort Dome World Heritage Site
The Vredefort Dome near Parys was declared South Africa’s seventh International World Heritage Site in 2005.
Recognised as the largest and oldest meteorite impact site in the world, the area is an important research and study
field for geologists from around the globe. The frost-free climate of the Dome area provides for an abundance of rich
plant, bird and wildlife. Like an oasis, it is a striking contrast to the expansive flat plains of the Northern Free State and
North West Province.
Savannah Cheetah Foundation

Accommodation
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The Vaal River, the life-giving backbone of the region, is not only the playground of water sports enthusiasts but offers
a selection of beautifully-set and luxury accommodation facilities on the banks of this giant waterway. In the Parys area,
the Vredefort Dome forms the perfect backdrop for up-market country lodges as well as a luxury en suite tented camp
in a real bushveld setting.

Namahadi Arts & Cultural Centre

The rest of the region offers a variety of accommodation options – ranging from caravan parks and camping sites, to
five-star graded lodges and guests houses – to suit the most budget conscious and adventurous, as well as more
laid-back guests and families. Some of the guest houses in the smaller towns are housed in historical old sandstone
buildings and offers excellent accommodation at “platteland” prices.

Savannah Cheetah Foundation

sightings, but also the nonchalant attitude
of animals as they go about their daily
business: they behave and interact as if the
tourists ogling them did not exist.
The Sands has that rare ability to make
you feel that you have somehow been
thrust onto the movie set for a National
Geographic wildlife documentary. However,
over and above the mind-boggling
abundance of lion, leopard, elephant, rhino
and buffalo that lurk around every second
corner, there is another Big Five lying in
wait for the discerning Sabi Sands visitor.
While top-quality game viewing is
ostensibly the prime tourist drawcard
and reason for your visit, choosing the
right camp will significantly enhance
your overall Sabi Sands experience. Here

During the last 15 years, the Big Five have
been viewed every day with a staggering 96%
success rate
are a few gems to consider for you next
visit; these are the Big Five lodges of the
Sabi Sands.
Djuma Vuyatela
Located in the northeastern sector of the
Sabi Sands, Djuma traverses 7 000ha of
the least crowded part of the reserve. This
area, adjacent to the unfenced Kruger
boundary, is my personal favourite. It is a
wild Eden where wildlife is plentiful and

vehicles scarce – the ideal combination for
any nature safari.
Eight opulent suites with private
verandahs and plunge pools overlook a
large dam, allowing fortunate visitors to
view wallowing wildlife from the comfort
of their deck chairs.
With its funky fusion of colourful modern
décor and local South African architecture,
where luxurious designer furnishings rub
shoulders with traditional mosaics and wall

Amongst the 21 species of game on this farm, you will find the Savannah Cheetah Foundation, a research
conservation programme that is dedicated to wildlife education and awareness. Since 2001, several litters of Cheetahs
have been lovingly hand-reared at the Foundation. Visitors can enjoy a game drive and come up close to the
Foundation’s Cheetah Ambassadors, all of which have been hand-reared in captivity. The Savannah Cheetah
Foundation is accredited by the Zoological Association of America and the Endangered Wildlife Trust.
Riemland Wine Route

Arts and Crafts
Along the journey, visitors to the region can expect to come across numerous crafters selling traditional beadwork and
other handcrafts. Visual artworks by various local and national artists are also on display at a number of art galleries
and craft centres. Traditional dresses and hand-embroidered bed linen can be bought in several towns.

Riemland Wine Route
Parys

Along the R57, near the historical town of Heilbron, lie two eco-tourism retreats offering superb accommodation and
the Riemland Wine Route. Four up-market Cape cellars are nestled within the two registered conservancies, offering
visitors the exciting opportunity to experience wine-tasting in true Free State character and tradition. The Wine cellars
on route include Boland Wines, trading as Francolin Creek Cellar; Swartland, trading as Stadlerheim Cellar; Simonsig
Cellar and, Van Loveren Wines, trading as Goedehoop Cellars. All of the cellars are accommodated in exquisitely
renovated old sandstone buildings.

more
information:
Tel: (016)(016)
970 8600,
(016) 970
8734
E-mail:
tourism@nfsdc.co.za
For For
more
information:
Telephone:
970 8600,
(056)8749
818 Fax:
1632,(016)
(058)970
821
1355
E-mail:
tourism@nfsdc.co.za

Visit the Northern Free State @ www.nfsdc.co.za
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The lodge, infused
with glamour and
elegance, is aptly
named after an
enormous boulder
that dominates the
impressive wine cellar
murals painted by local Shangaan artists,
Vuyatela has shunned the traditional look
of more typical African game lodges.
However, if you are intrigued by its
unique combination of modern luxury and
authentic African culture, then you will be
drawn to this extraordinary lodge in much
the same way the buffalo herds are attracted
to the watery expanse it overlooks.
Vuyatela means “come back and visit
again” and, indeed, most tourists do.
After all, this is a very special place in an
incredibly unique part of the park.
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Londolozi Tree Camp
The Londolozi dream began over 80 years
ago with the establishment of a hunting
camp on the banks of the picturesque Sand
River. When hunting safaris eventually gave
way to photographic safaris 35 years ago, the
place was rechristened Londolozi: a name
derived from the Zulu word “to protect”.
It was a pioneering concept ahead of its
time but, decades later, visitors to Londolozi
reap the rewards of this farsighted
partnership between wildlife and people.
Today, Londolozi is renowned as probably
the best place in the world to get up close
and personal with the elusive leopard.
The rangers and trackers at Londolozi
have an incredible knowledge and passion
for the area. This was exemplified by the
guiding duo of James Kydd and Freddy
Ngobeni, who shared their 16 000-hectare
‘office’ with me when I visited.
One day, while enjoying a lazy afternoon
siesta on my secluded riverside deck, I was
awoken by the magical sound of elephants
cavorting in the water below.
Later, as I strolled along the aerial
walkway toward the main lodge, James
intercepted me and signalled that I should
freeze. Mere metres away, a large male
leopard carefully stashed his dinner up a
tall leadwood tree in the middle of camp
50
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before melting back into the bush from
whence he came.
Comprising six private suites (with rooms
5 and 6 being the most spectacular),
Londolozi’s Tree Camp combines elegance
and simplicity in an exclusive camp that
exudes African excellence from its lofty
vantage point overlooking the Sand River.
It is a rare place dominated by leopards,
lanterns, leadwoods and luxury.
Rattray’s on MalaMala
If your visit to the Sabi Sands is motivated
primarily by a desire to track down the Big
Five, MalaMala is the place for you. This longstanding operation prides itself on being able
to deliver consistently reliable sightings of the
large charismatic mammals. During the last
15 years, the Big Five have been viewed every
day with a staggering 96% success rate.
This phenomenal statistic can be attributed
to MalaMala’s having 13 500ha of exclusive
undisturbed bushveld adjoining the Kruger
Park to explore. Vehicles appear to have
carte blanche to drive off-road and scour
the bushveld in their never-ending quest
for as many sightings of the legendary Big
Five as possible.
So, if it is big mammals you are after,
then look no further than a few nights at
Rattray’s on MalaMala.
With a distinctly Out of Africa feel to
the place, Rattray’s on MalaMala offers a
glimpse into an era long past. The camp
exudes a regal colonial-style ambiance,
while providing a fortunate few with an
exclusive safari of style and sublime comfort.
The eight suites boast lavish his-and-hers
bathrooms, secluded outdoor showers and
private heated plunge pools.
Not a bad place to rest your weary head
after a long day Big-Fiving in the Sabi Sands!
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Singita Boulders
Singita has a well-deserved reputation
for being the leader in Sabi Sands safari
excellence. Located in a prime gameviewing region well known for its diversity
and formidable concentration of big game,
Singita takes a holistic approach to the
bush experience; not simply concentrating
on ticking off the Big Five, but teaching you
about the ecology of the area as a whole.
In the process of tracking down more
than our fair share of lions and leopards,
our expert guiding team shared their
exceptional knowledge and passion for
the bush. The Singita approach was as
refreshing as it was inspirational.
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So, if you are a regular safari-goer who is
looking for a complete nature experience,
but still want to see plenty of big game,
then Singita Boulders is the place for you.
Boulders Lodge towers above the surrounding landscape, offering the discerning wildlife enthusiast an opportunity to
enjoy rare solitude and the ultimate in
safari luxury.
The lodge, infused with glamour and
elegance, is aptly named after an enormous
boulder that dominates the impressive
wine cellar.
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Each magnificent stone suite boasts its
own gigantic bathroom, outside shower,
private heated swimming pool, lounge,
double-sided fireplace and gameviewing deck.
The tranquillity of Boulders allows guests
to enjoy wraparound views from the
natural stone lodge, while the vast lookout
deck offers a perfect spot from which to
observe animals slaking their thirst in the
Sand River below.
Ulusaba Rock Lodge
Ulusaba, Sir Richard Branson’s exclusive
game lodge located in the western Sabi
Sands, is part of Virgin Limited Edition
– a portfolio of unique retreats. Guests,
accompanied by experienced game
rangers and trackers, have access to the
solitude of over 13 500ha of unspoiled
game-rich bush.
Game drives in open Land Rovers give
you the opportunity to witness your
guides’ skills as they tenaciously track
down the Big Five while constantly sharing
a vast knowledge of the local wildlife. After
a typically sensational game drive, five-star
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Guests, accompanied
by experienced
game rangers and
trackers, have access
to the solitude of over
13 500ha of unspoiled
game-rich bush
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hospitality, style and luxury await you at
Ulusaba Rock Lodge.
Rock Lodge, perched near the summit of
a koppie, enjoys sensational views over the
vast lowveld toward the distant Drakensberg
Mountains. The 10 rooms are individually
designed with striking colours that represent
different African tribes and regions.
The Makwela suites, with their private
infinity plunge pools and mesmerising views,
are nothing short of spectacular; however,
Cliff Lodge steals the show with its decadent
luxury and breathtaking vistas.
Just a short walk from the main house
at Rock Lodge, Cliff Lodge features two
lavish suites that offer guests the ultimate
in safari extravagance, with a private
pool and Jacuzzi overlooking the bushy
savannah below.
These incredible abodes are the ideal
retreat for connoisseurs of big landscapes,
wide vistas and spacious wilderness.

AD

Contacts
Sabi Sands Reserve – www.sabisands.co.za
Djuma Vuyatela – www.djuma.com
Londolozi – www.londolozi.com
MalaMala – www.malamala.com
Singita – www.singita.com
Ulusaba – www.ulusaba.virgin.com
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